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PETROLEUM LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2017 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 17 August. 

MR S.K. L’ESTRANGE (Churchlands) [3.40 pm]: I stand to speak on behalf of the opposition in support of 
this bill, and advise that I am the lead speaker. I am a bit perplexed that there is no front bench of ministers present 
for this significantly important Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, but I note that the Attorney General, 
who has just concluded the consideration in detail on his very important bill, was about to walk out, and I thank 
him for choosing to stay behind to represent his government on this very important petroleum bill. I want to make 
some brief comments to the house on the significance of the petroleum sector in Western Australia and the absolute 
importance of ongoing state government support to the sector, and then touch on what this bill specifically aims 
to achieve in the interests of Western Australia and Australia in petroleum investment projects in 
Western Australia, particularly in the Browse Basin. 
I will firstly give an overview of the petroleum sector in Western Australia. It has been doing it tough and is going 
through its third consecutive year of lower oil prices. The 2014 cycle is now the longest cycle of depressed oil 
prices since the March 1986 cycle. It is worth referring to some notes I have drawn from the Western Australian 
digest of petroleum exploration, development and production, called Petroleum in Western Australia. In the 
May 2017 edition, the executive director of the petroleum division of the then Department of Mines and Petroleum, 
Jeff Haworth, writes — 

As we enter the third consecutive year of lower oil prices, the 2014 cycle is now the longest cycle of 
depressed oil prices since the March 1986 cycle … 

Statistics show that recovery in exploration activity is usually 18 months after the recovery in oil prices. 
By this measure, even if the oil price were to recover in the short term, the low level of exploration activity 
we saw in Western Australia during 2016 will likely continue through 2017. 

It is an area in need of some support from commodity markets around the world. Any slump in the price of oil has 
a consequential effect on exploration funding. Statistics show us that the recovery in exploration activity, as I said, 
is usually 18 months, and despite the sustained downturn in international oil and gas prices, petroleum activity in 
Western Australia in particular has continued to make some headway. It is interesting that, while the global market 
is doing it pretty tough, we still have some major projects, as we know, off the north west of Western Australia. 

I will highlight a couple of points from a Department of Mines and Petroleum fact sheet that are of significance 
today. The petroleum sector is valued at about $17.1 billion. That compares with the iron ore sector at the moment 
which, as the minister will no doubt be aware, is valued at around $53.9 billion. Significant investment is going 
on in the iron ore sector, which is much more valuable than oil and gas because of the situation with oil and gas 
prices. In fact, Western Australia’s share of the national crude oil and condensate market is 72 per cent. We have 
the lion’s share there, and our share of natural gas production is 52 per cent. They are just a couple of statistics to 
give some context to what we are dealing with here. Western Australia also has 71 per cent of all exploration 
expenditure on petroleum, and 63 per cent of the national share of mining investment. We continue to be 
significantly important in the west. 
The Department of Mines and Petroleum “Statistics Digest 2015–16” also outlines some key aspects of this sector, 
and I will draw the attention of the chamber to them. It states — 

The value of Western Australia’s petroleum sector, comprising crude oil, condensate, LNG, natural gas 
and LPG (butane and propane), was again affected by declining crude oil prices, which averaged 
US$45.05 per barrel, down from US$76.70 in 2014–15. As a result, the value of the petroleum sector 
decreased almost 24 per cent to $18.4 billion in 2015–16. 

LNG remained the State’s most valuable petroleum product with output increasing marginally to a record 
20.9 million tonnes. The low price affected the overall sales value of LNG, which decreased 22 per cent 
from the previous financial year to $10.8 billion. 

Production of crude oil, the second most valuable petroleum product in 2015–16, fell 3 per cent to 
48 million barrels, but sales value tumbled 33 per cent to $3 billion. 

That provides some insight, as we can see. It continues — 

Similarly, the sales value for condensate decreased 32 per cent to $2.4 billion, despite output of more than 
42 million barrels for the financial year. 
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In 2015–16, domestic natural gas was the only petroleum sector to experience a rise in sales value. 
Production increased marginally, by 3.5 per cent to 10.2 billion cubic metres, and the value of sales rose 
almost 5 per cent to $1.9 billion. 

It is a very significant sector. Obviously, we like to see green shoots on the horizon, but the situation with the 
prices being experienced in that sector means that investment is very difficult. It is very difficult to get new projects 
off the ground, particularly when these projects are worth tens of billions of dollars to these big oil and gas 
companies. To invest in that sector, they really have to demonstrate to their shareholders that they will make 
a return early on in the project’s life, because these are long-term projects. If we think about them now, a year 3 
child walking down a footpath today will be pushing their grandchildren in prams when some of these projects are 
peaking down the track. That gives context to the type of investment decisions we are talking about. 

Employment is a key aspect of this sector, and it is very important to the people of Western Australia that 
employment continues to be supported by the sector, and that we as a Parliament, an opposition and a government 
do everything we can to support these companies to get their projects off the ground, because that equates to new 
jobs. The number of people directly employed in the mining sector in WA in 2016 was 104 803. That is 
a downward trend since the peak of 111 293 in 2013. Direct employment still remains high relative to 10 years 
ago, when the average number of people employed was 59 125, so there has been an increase of more than 
77 per cent, but as members will note, there has been a decline since 2013. The number of people employed in the 
petroleum sector was down 36 per cent to 1 103 in 2016 from 1 704 in 2015.That is a 36 per cent drop in the 
number of people employed in that sector. Those figures relate to onshore facilities and pipelines under the 
Petroleum Pipelines Act and the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act. The Petroleum Geothermal Energy Resources 
Act covers the others. Petroleum employment statistics are complicated by the split in responsibilities between 
state and federal governments depending on whether the project is onshore or offshore. In the notes that I will 
share with members today, they will see that this bill is about that sharing arrangement between the commonwealth 
and state. 

What is the investment activity in the petroleum sector? On the 2016 statistics, as at March 2017 WA had an 
estimated $101 billion worth of resource projects under construction or in the committed stage of development. 
Since September 2016, new petroleum sector projects are things like Woodside’s Persephone-1 gas project, which 
is valued at $1.2 billion. That project was discovered in 2006, approved in 2014 and is moving towards production 
in 2017 and is tied to the North Rankin complex. Work to grow these jobs and keep investment moving is still 
being done out there. 

The national petroleum exploration expenditure is incredibly important to grow future jobs in the sector; that 
declined by around 70 per cent since its peak of $4.7 billion in 2014 to $1.4 billion in 2016. Over that same period, 
petroleum exploration spending in WA declined by about 63 per cent from $2.8 billion to $996 million. That 
highlights that we must do everything we can to support mines and petroleum investment, exploration and jobs. 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics looks at mineral and petroleum exploration in Australia. It identified that the 
trend estimate for total petroleum exploration expenditure has risen by 2.2 per cent in the March quarter of 2017; 
there are some green shoots there, which are good to see. Exploration expenditure on production leases, however, 
fell 4.1 per cent. Exploration expenditure on other areas rose by 2.3 per cent. The trend estimate for offshore 
petroleum exploration expenditure fell 5.5 per cent to $221.8 million in the March quarter of 2017. Expenditure 
on drilling fell 4.7 per cent and other offshore petroleum exploration expenditure fell 6.5 per cent. 

We need to look at investment in the petroleum sector, not only the commodity price itself, and we also need to 
make sure the conditions that give us a comparative advantage relative to other investment destinations are sound 
so we can try to get big companies with big investors committed to investing off the coast of Western Australia. 
Once they are committed, it is harder for them to back away. Once they commit themselves and start investing 
those dollars, they want to get a return. For them to pull out is a big decision, but we need to get the hook in and 
get them encouraged to invest here first. This is all well and good for people who are employed in the sector and 
get direct benefits from the petroleum sector through their wages and salaries. What is in it for the people of 
Western Australia? They own the resources that exist in our territorial waters and onshore and get a return on the 
minerals that belong to all Western Australians through the royalties system. In 2016 petroleum receipts fell almost 
62 per cent from just under $9 million in 2015 to $5.5 million in 2016. I have also been told that the North West 
Shelf grants were down almost 24 per cent, which equates to about $176 million. There is some indication that the 
royalties streams are dropping because the amount being extracted as a result of the downturn is having an effect. 
On the whole, the value of the sector in 2016 was $17.1 billion; it is a large investment sector. But that represents 
a decrease of 14 per cent on 2015. LNG remained Western Australia’s most valuable petroleum product in 2016. 
It accounted for 62 per cent of the value of the petroleum sector. There was a 17 per cent increase in the volume 
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of LNG sold in 2016 but that was not enough to compensate for falling prices, which resulted in a decrease in sales 
to around $10.6 billion in 2016. The value of crude oil sales also fell 45 per cent and global oil prices remained 
depressed, averaging 14.7 per cent lower in US dollar terms in 2016 than in the previous year. Condensate prices 
decreased broadly in line with oil prices but there was also a smaller decrease in sales volume. 

Domestic national gas sales are the green light; sales increased to 10.1 billion cubic metres. The value of sales rose 
less than three per cent to reach $1.9 billion. Domestic natural gas is very important for the people of 
Western Australia. No doubt all members are watching very closely what is going on with energy costs on the east 
coast of Australia at the moment. Our domestic gas has gone some way to ensure that we can keep energy prices 
relatively low. 

Globally, most of the net growth in LNG exports came from Australia, which represented 19 billion cubic metres 
out of 21 billion cubic metres. That is significant growth and most of that is from us here in the west. It equates to 
an increase in production of 25.2 per cent and is the result of several new LNG facilities coming onstream. No 
doubt, many members of this place have visited those projects to see how they are progressing. My recent visit to 
the Gorgon project was amazing; I think it is the most technologically advanced plant I have ever seen. It is going 
some way towards making some efforts with its shareholders and the royalties are flowing to us. 

Applicable taxes are linked to royalties. The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety collects royalties 
for all minerals and petroleum produced on state land and in state waters, which is important to understand for this 
bill. The royalties received are paid into the state’s consolidated revenue fund. Additionally, WA receives a share of 
the royalty payments made to the commonwealth government for projects located in the North West Shelf. That share 
is in the form of a grant and is identified separately from a royalty receipt. The jurisdictional responsibility for 
offshore minerals was agreed by the Australian government and the states and territories in the 1979 Offshore 
Constitutional Settlement, which stipulates that the Australian government is responsible for developments in all 
areas seaward of three nautical miles from the territorial sea baseline, which is known as commonwealth waters. The 
state and territory governments are responsible for developments between the commonwealth waters and the 
territorial sea baseline or coastal waters and on land. Members might expect that the revenue streams that come from 
some of these projects, which are significantly further out to sea than three nautical miles, would go to the 
commonwealth. As I will get into in a moment, this bill is interesting in that it relates to the Scott Reef and the two 
rocks—the golden rocks, I think they were nicknamed—that suddenly popped up in the Torosa gas field, representing 
a part of Western Australia. Three nautical miles had to be mapped around those tiny little rocks poking out of the 
sea, so the poor old commonwealth suddenly had to share some of the revenue streams of that part of the Torosa gas 
field with Western Australia. It is very important that we have a sound understanding of how royalty revenue streams 
flow and how we agreed to make them flow to Western Australia and the commonwealth so that everything is 
understood and Western Australians get their fair share. 

Australia’s petroleum taxation arrangements are aimed at encouraging production from our oil and gas reserves, 
while providing an adequate return to the Australian community on the exploitation of its resources. We must 
always remember that these resources belong to the people and not to the companies, and that is why we must 
make sure that some of the benefits of the extraction of these resources go to the people of Western Australia. 
I am told that our petroleum taxation arrangements are among the more competitive petroleum taxation regimes 
in the world, which is probably why we have these huge projects off our coastline. That is important and we want 
to make sure that that continues. 

I will not go into too much detail on the types of tax applied. The petroleum resource rent tax applied from 
1 July 2012. This is a profit-based tax levied at 40 per cent of net revenue. The offshore petroleum royalty is 
applied to the North West Shelf production area and to state and territory waters. That does not overlap with the 
resource rent royalty regime; there are differences there. There is also the crude oil excise and the production 
sharing contracts. For example, petroleum produced within the joint venture development area is subject to fiscal 
terms outlined in the production sharing contract. PSCs are agreements between the parties to petroleum extraction 
facilities and Australian and East Timorese governments regarding the percentage of production each party 
receives after participating parties have recovered a specified amount of costs and expenses. There is also the 
resource rent royalty. The Australian government excise is waived when a state introduces a resource rent royalty 
on petroleum development within its jurisdiction and when a revenue sharing agreement is negotiated with the 
Australian government. This bill goes some way to supporting those negotiations. The profit-based resource rent 
royalty regime is similar to the PRRT. 

I will now move on to the Browse area itself, which is what this bill is particularly interested in. Woodside has 
been a key operator in the Browse LNG project. This dates back some considerable time to 1967—50 years ago. 
When I spoke earlier about that little girl or boy walking down the path, add 50 years and they are almost near 
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grandma and grandpa age. If they were seven or eight years old in 1967, they would be 57 or 58 years old today, 
and here we are talking about these projects. In 1967, exploration commenced in the Browse Basin. For those who 
do not know, the Browse Basin is about 425 kilometres north-north-west of Broome, out in the ocean. In 1971, the 
Brecknock, Calliance and Torosa gas fields were discovered. They were significant discoveries, as we know. 
Fast-forward to 2008, and the WA and Australian governments signed a strategic assessment agreement to assess 
the location for an LNG processing facility for the Browse Basin reserves. I will not go into the details of the 
dramas around that because both sides of the chamber understand it was an incredibly difficult negotiation process. 
But briefly, on 15 April 2009, the traditional owners in the Kimberley agreed to allow the construction of a gas 
processing hub at James Price Point, north of Broome. In December 2009, the WA and federal governments 
renewed the Browse Basin leases for Woodside and joint venture partners. However, on 22 December 2009, the 
traditional owners threatened legal action to stop the development of the gas hub, which from memory had to do 
with a disagreement between the Kimberley Land Council and other traditional owners about who could negotiate. 
That slowed things down. On 11 December 2010, a multimillion-dollar assessment of the gas hub recommended 
that the project go ahead despite some environmental risks. Then significant protester clashes occurred on the dirt 
track with contractors. 

[Quorum formed.] 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: On 15 February 2011, the Federal Court of Australia handed down a ruling clearing the 
way for traditional owners to sign a deal permitting the gas hub to be built. On 8 March 2011, the public consultation 
period for the strategic assessment report ended, but it was extended on 28 March. Nearly 11 000 public submissions 
were received, almost all of which opposed the hub. Members might recall what I said earlier about trying to support 
this sector to create these projects and to get jobs off the ground. These are the types of difficulties governments 
face when they are supporting industry to get things to progress. Royalties do not get to flow if projects do not 
happen. On 7 June 2011, protesters blockaded the dirt road into the James Price Point site. 

On 3 August, the then federal Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water and Population, Tony Burke, made 
his first visit to the site. Even the Feds started getting concerned and turning up, even though they were on the 
wrong side of the fence. On 31 August 2011, the federal government listed more than 19 million hectares of the 
Kimberley region to be heritage listed. The former state government was very interested in creating that wonderful 
national park in the Kimberley region. The proposed gas hub was not included in that area; however, the 
dinosaur footprints that were discovered were to be looked after and not touched. That was a good thing for those 
dinosaur footprints. 

On 6 December 2011, the WA Supreme Court ruled that the state government’s move to compulsorily acquire 
land for the gas hub was invalid. That was a huge hiccup in the progress of this onshore gas hub and placed the 
gas project in doubt. 

Moving forward to May 2012, Woodside accepted an offer by Japan Australia LNG for a 14.7 per cent stake in 
the Browse development. Then in June 2012, the proposed gas hub land was facing a legal challenge over native 
title claims—again, more hurdles to be overcome. In June 2012, the EPA approved the $30 billion LNG project 
subject to 29 conditions. Since 1967, we had been slowly getting there. 

In November 2012, the WA government granted final state environmental approval to the project; the hub still 
required environmental and heritage approval from the federal government, plus a final investment decision. This 
is where it slowed right up. In December 2012, BHP announced it was pulling out of the project after reaching 
agreement to sell a stake to PetroChina, and that followed Chevron’s sale of a stake to Shell in August 2012. On 
12 April 2013, Woodside abandoned the Browse LNG project. 
I will read a little bit about that because it is important to share it with the house. In the Oil and Gas Journal dated 
24 March 2016, an article by Rick Wilkinson titled “Woodside-led Venture postpones Browse LNG project” 
states — 

… Woodside Chief Executive Officer Peter Coleman said the company remains committed to “the earliest 
commercial development of the Browse resources and to floating LNG as the preferred development 
concept.” He also did not discount the possibility of a completely different development option, such as 
piping gas to the Burrup Peninsula facilities currently serving the North West Shelf fields. Coleman added 
that the economic environment is not supportive of a major LNG investment at the moment. 

That was back in March 2016, and my research to date has not indicated that that situation has changed. 
Nevertheless, it is important that we make sure that the Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill 2017 supports the 
income streams to Western Australia and, more broadly, to the commonwealth, if and when that particular project 
gets back up. 
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That is the situation of the oil and gas sector at the moment. I will now move to the significance of ongoing state 
government support to the petroleum sector. I do not aim to be controversial today; I just want to remind members 
of the duty of government in supporting the petroleum sector. I would like to first of all take us back to 
a bit of recent history when the Labor Party was last in power, or just as it was handing the baton over to the 
Liberal–National government; we are going back to 2008. We need to understand the situation that existed at that 
point in time to give some context to where we are today. 

I will read from an article that appeared in The West Australian of 6 October 2008 titled “WA takes dubious title 
of riskiest State”, written by Kate Emery. I will just read the first couple of paragraphs — 

It’s official, if incredible. And for many mining companies operating in WA it may not come as a surprise. 
WA, the country’s supposed resources powerhouse, is now considered the most risky State for resource 
development in the country, according to a survey of 3000 senior mining and oil and gas industry 
executives worldwide. 

Concerns about red tape, green tape, land access and infrastructure have delivered a knock to the State’s 
reputation as the country’s mining capital, according to ResourceStocks’ 2008 World Risk Survey. 

That was the situation as at October 2008. Linked to that assessment was a significant petroleum project, the 
$24 billion Inpex project. I want to highlight to the house that at the time, we, as a nation, as part of the western 
world, were going through the global financial crisis. Jobs growth in industries was incredibly important at the 
time. I will now read from the Business News of Thursday, 2 October 2008. It is an editorial by Mark Beyer titled 
“What the Inpex decision means”. For those who do not know, at the time, the Inpex project was moved away 
from Western Australia and went to Darwin. The article states — 

There was something almost surreal about events last Friday when Western Australia lost the country’s 
single largest resources project as the rest of the world trembled over the fallout from the global financial 
crisis. 

It goes on to say — 

Most places around the world would have pulled out all stops to secure a project that involves capital 
spending of $US20 billion ($A24 billion) and will employ up to 2,000 workers at the peak of its four-year 
construction phase. 

That no doubt was of significant concern, certainly for the oil and gas sector, and a significant concern for the 
development of mining and petroleum projects in Western Australia to have such a significant $24 billion project 
moved away from Western Australia. The fact that Western Australia was rated last, as I said earlier, was of 
real concern. 

There was some further commentary about how the decisions and functions of government in the mining and 
petroleum sector are so critical to ensuring that investment continues to progress. I will share with members some 
other commentary from The Australian Financial Review dated Monday, 6 October 2008 by Julie-anne Sprague 
titled “WA minister ‘disgusted’ by risk ranking”. The WA minister referred to was Norman Moore and at the time, 
as I said, we were globally rated very poorly, and he was very, very concerned. In this article, the chief executive 
officer of the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies, Dr Justin Walawski, said — 

… the average time for explorers seeking application to undertake works in WA was between 12 months 
and 18 months, and that there was a backlog of some 13,000 mining and exploration licences awaiting 
approval. 

“That is a nonsense for WA,” he said. “And in the past decade there has been a 22 per cent decline in the 
level of mineral exploration.” 

Certainly, the conditions for mining and petroleum success at the point of handover from the last 
Labor government to the new Barnett Liberal–National government in 2008 were very low. One would hope that 
a fair bit has been achieved since that time to get this sector back in the black, so to speak. 

If we fast-forward from 2008 to September 2017, what is the context in which the mining and petroleum sector 
has been handed to the new McGowan Labor government? We know that just last year Western Australia was 
ranked number one in the world as a mining investment destination by the highly respected and regarded 
Fraser Institute. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: No, third. 
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Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: No, last year I said. The Minister for Mines and Petroleum is correct: it is currently 
ranked third. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: No, you misunderstand the Fraser Institute. It’s a backward-looking report so the rating that 
we currently have is for the previous year. Last year we were rated third. We were rated first two years ago, and 
then you were made the minister and we went to third! 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Anyway, I will accept that interjection as a point of clarification, but the point has been 
made that during the Liberal–National government’s tenure, the Fraser Institute rated Western Australia the 
number one destination in the world. As the minister correctly pointed out, we then dropped to third during 2016, 
moving into 2017, and that is the baton handover point. I hope that the minister will pull out all stops to promote 
the mining and petroleum sector in the cabinet of Western Australia to ensure that we get back that first-placed 
ranking as a global mining investment destination, because having that ranking means that investors around the 
world can feel secure that investing in Western Australia does not carry any sovereign risk. They can feel secure 
that they will get a return on their investment. Growing those big projects will mean jobs for people in 
Western Australia; they can apply to work on those projects we have heard from. We have heard from the 
McGowan government today that it has a strong focus on local content, so we would hope that that would also 
flow into these projects and grow even more jobs for the people of Western Australia. It is a pretty important 
sector. It is currently ranked third and I look forward to seeing the Minister for Mines and Petroleum do everything 
he can to get that ranking back from third to first. 

I am concerned at the early indications. We are six months in since the McGowan Labor government was elected 
and we are starting to see some significant decisions that I fear will impact on the mining and petroleum sector 
and possibly make worse the Fraser Institute ranking of third and drop it even further. We should be aiming to 
push it back up to first, but I worry about the decisions being made in the mining sector, such as the decision about 
how the government is communicating with the mining industry, particularly uranium mining, when the 
Labor Party said that there would be no mining exploration or investment for future projects. We know the 
Labor Party said that. Even with regard to the four current uranium mines that are moving through the process to 
get themselves shovel-ready for production when the commodity prices turn in our favour, the minister actually 
said that they must substantially commence within five years of approvals, notice having been issued, which also 
sent some doubt to that sector as to whether the current McGowan Labor government would hold true to those 
four projects. Would that mean that those projects would have to go back to square one, and where would the 
government of today be with regard to letting them continue to try to get shovel-ready? We do not know the answer 
to that because it has not happened yet. The fact is that investors make decisions based on what they think might 
happen. It takes a fair bit of analysis and research, but what they are really trying to do is get a feel for the risk in 
investing in something when the government is communicating that it is not behind their particular sector. The 
uranium sector is just one sector. We saw an article in The West Australian of 18 April 2017 headed “Unions rap 
minister on uranium”. There were a couple of pieces in that article, one of which states — 

AMWU State secretary Steve McCartney was quick to say the Minister had been misquoted and 
“there is no way in the world” projects would be able to go ahead. 

Further in the article, it states — 
Conservation Council of WA spokeswoman Mia Pepper was adamant none of the projects had met the 
definition of final approvals … 

Those two very strong groups have been putting enormous pressure on the McGowan Labor government and 
I think the result is that we will not see much growth at all. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: Will that be to move the goalposts? 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I do not think we will see much movement at all in the uranium mining space. 
The other area of significance is hydraulic fracture stimulation. Hydraulic fracture stimulation is one of the 
methods by which we can extract gas from onshore shale reserves that are, I think, 4 000 to 5 000 metres 
underground and bypassing any significant water resources. In fact, even if water resources were to be risked, 
there is no way that a government of any persuasion would approve it if it would put at risk water reserves. 
Notwithstanding that, there was a media release dated 5 September 2017 titled “McGowan Government 
implements fracking commitment”. The first bullet point in the media release states — 

Hydraulic fracture stimulation … for onshore gas activity halted in WA 
That is the headline. What does “halted” mean? I can tell members what it means. 
Mr B. Urban: Stopped? 
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Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Yes, absolutely it means stopped. What are the second and third-order consequences of 
this? We know, because we were in government, that stringent multiagency approval processes are in place 
involving the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, the Department of Health, the Department of 
Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, and the Environmental Protection Authority. We also know that the 
responsible development of onshore gas projects can provide significant benefits. We know that only two years 
ago the Western Australian Parliament’s Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs conducted 
a thorough inquiry. On the surface, it looks as though this is more about appeasing these heavy pressure groups 
that are pressuring the government than it is about trying to support the petroleum sector to succeed. 
Today we heard the Treasurer’s budget speech. We heard that the gold royalty regime will be changed. That is 
a significant decision by the McGowan Labor government to increase the tax on gold production. That, too, sends 
a message to not only the gold sector, but also the mines and petroleum sector, that this government is interested 
in harvesting those sectors for more revenue. This is at a time when Western Australia needs jobs growth in the 
mines sector. We also heard today—this will require some analysis—that a new stealth mining tax is being 
introduced in the guise of a payroll tax. This is interesting, because a payroll tax that will hit the big mining and 
petroleum companies is akin to trying to kill off jobs, and I will tell members why. Payroll tax is about the wages 
paid to the workers whom it will be calculated on. If this does not speed up the research and development by these 
big companies to invest in automation to reduce their payroll, I do not know what will. I fear that the government 
is not only whacking these companies that are supporting jobs for Western Australia, but also speeding up the 
process by which they will not need to employ more Western Australians. I think that is short-sighted, but no doubt 
the government will already be thinking ahead to create some sort of automation tax to try to counter the downfall 
in payroll tax down the track. Although the Labor backbench laughs, it will have serious second and third-order 
consequences for the sector. When the government makes it difficult for the sector to look for success in 
Western Australia, it will start making investment decisions that impact on jobs in Western Australia. Actions 
speak louder than words, but those words sometimes set the conditions for investment decisions. It impacts on 
jobs and motivation, particularly if we think about hydraulic fracture stimulation, with ongoing research and 
development investment into even safer ways of extracting a gas resource more cheaply and more efficiently and 
then preserving a secure energy resource for the people of Western Australia. We need look only at what is going 
on now in the south east of Australia with energy prices, because those states are not securing their energy resources 
properly. They are kowtowing or acquiescing to political expediency by pressure groups and union groups and are 
not focusing on the long-term energy needs of people. We have huge reserves of onshore gas in the Canning Basin. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: And we get the royalties from the onshore ones. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: We get the royalties from the onshore ones, and we also get to secure a safer, cleaner 
energy source for the people of Western Australia. I fear that investment in that area will drop significantly as 
a result of the decisions being made by the McGowan Labor government. 
We want to encourage investment in exploration, science and innovation, and the capacity to grow our exports and 
jobs and, as the member for Nedlands pointed out, to grow the wealth for all Australians and Western Australians 
through the strong royalty streams that flow from these particular projects. 
I will now move to a brief assessment of what we are trying to achieve with the Petroleum Legislation Amendment 
Bill. It is worth giving the house an update on it, because it is an important thing that we are doing. It is important 
to understand why we are making the changes to cater for what is going on in the Torosa gas field. In May 2014, 
the “golden rocks” of the north Scott Reef area were identified, which required the WA maritime boundary to be 
redrawn. The north Scott Reef area has the Torosa gas field and the Browse Basin with the Woodside joint venture. 
Therefore, as a result of the discovery of these rocks, the Torosa gas field is over state and commonwealth waters. 
The golden rocks boundary changes meant that WA went from having 10 per cent to having 65 per cent of the 
royalty flow from that particular petroleum resource. At 2016–17 values, royalty revenue in the vicinity of 
$1.3 billion could flow from that project if it gets started, so it is important to get this done. 

To deal with the changes brought about by the discovery of the golden rocks, the previous government enacted the 
Petroleum Titles (Browse Basin) Act 2014. That act dealt specifically with the Torosa field, but we also needed to 
make generic amendments to the petroleum legislation to allow for any future changes to maritime boundaries so 
that future beneficial changes to state waters could be dealt with very easily through the legislation. That is what 
we are trying to achieve with this bill. Members may recall that it became significant at the three-nautical-mile 
limit, which I talked about earlier. We need to match the commonwealth’s efforts to make these generic 
amendments and we need the amendments to cover the issue of an initial single petroleum pool becoming multiple 
pools. Some people might think there is just one reserve; it is a bit like when we look at farmland. If someone is 
using an acre of farmland, it is just that acre. However, it is a bit different with petroleum. We have to think of it 
almost as three-dimensional. One pool might come in at one depth with another one below it, which comes in from 
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somewhere else at an angle from another depth, and that might originate from somewhere else. It is not easy trying 
to apportion how these pools are measured and the royalty revenues from the distributor to those pools that sit 
within the three nautical mile limit around the golden rocks and those that do not. It involves a fair bit of geological 
understanding. We need to make our legislation robust enough to deal with that and that is what this legislation is 
trying to do. 

We need to remove reference in the WA Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act to the term “designated authority” 
because it became redundant, I think since January 2012, when the commonwealth government introduced the 
National Offshore Petroleum Titles Administrator. It will ensure that the petroleum titleholder has continuity of 
tender in the event of a boundary change between the state and the commonwealth governments. Currently, there 
is a regulatory gap whereby affected petroleum blocks would become vacant acreage. That will obviously be 
a huge risk to people who have staked out these areas and done a fair bit of exploration and research. If they 
become vacant acreage, somebody could jump in over the top, which would create sovereign risk. 

Mr W.R. Marmion: And hundreds of millions of dollars lost. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Correct; as the member for Nedlands said, hundreds of millions of already committed 
dollars would be lost from the investment. It is very important that we do not create situations of sovereign risk. 
That is why we need to make these changes, but it is not only that. We also made a commitment to change this 
legislation during the Torosa apportionment agreement, so I think it is very good that the McGowan Labor 
government is bringing this on its first year. The changes are important to stay true to making sure that we make 
the changes we said we would make. 

What are the risks of not changing it? There would be no security of tenure for investors and titleholders. In the 
future, sovereign risk, as I said, could arise from a potential loss of invested tenure. The current geological 
knowledge of the entire Torosa petroleum field is viewed as being a single pool at the moment, but once production 
starts, we may discover two or multiple pools and therefore the Torosa agreement would fail. That would risk 
billions of dollars in royalties to Western Australia. This amendment alleviates the problems if the single pool 
becomes two or more pools and, of course, we gave the commitment we gave. The benefits to Western Australians 
exist in making sure that we have the security of the Torosa gas field so that royalty streams from Browse can 
come into Western Australia. They can under the current Torosa agreement, but it will ensure they can flow into 
Western Australia with any future changes. This bill will take care of that situation. 

In conclusion, we need to understand that the Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill 2017 is important. The 
opposition supports the bill and its smooth passage. I have discussed with the Minister for Mines and Petroleum 
that we will not hold it up in consideration in detail; we will let it go straight through to the third reading. We are 
doing that because we understand the significance and importance of the petroleum sector to not only the nation 
but, more specifically, Western Australia, particularly regarding royalty streams and, of course, jobs. I made 
a point during my brief comments today that the context in which we operate our mines and petroleum sector is 
incredibly important, and it is fragile. It is fragile because other the countries around the world are competing to 
get their projects off the ground and to make sure that the big global oil and gas companies set up their projects in 
their nations so their citizens get jobs and get the benefits of economic growth off the back of these projects. It is 
absolutely critically important that the McGowan Labor government looks back to the time when Labor was last 
in government and takes on board the fact that in 2008, as I said, Western Australia was ranked last in the world 
as an investment destination for mining and petroleum. We lost the $24 billion Inpex project as the owners decided 
that if they could not deal with the Western Australian government, they would build a 900-kilometre pipeline. 
The pipeline extended around the Kimberley and up into Darwin. That is what they did to keep their project moving 
ahead. I would hate to see an example of that occur again, particularly at a time when investment was strong. Right 
now, investment is difficult because commodity prices are down, as I outlined. However, we need to do everything 
we can to support the mines and petroleum sector to make sure it can get its projects off the ground. 
Some people might argue that the mining community might be able to pay more of its fair share but, first and 
foremost, we have to have a sector. If there is no sector, it does not matter what we try to tax—if it ain’t there, we 
are not going to get much. We have to look for that balance. Investment decisions are going to be made in the 
mines and petroleum sector based on the rhetoric and policies that come from the government of the day. Investors 
will hedge bets, look at things and say, “Righto; we know we have three and a half more years of a state Labor 
government with the prospect of that being extended for another four years.” They will not care whether we like 
it or whether we are going to lose our seats. They will purely look at the three-and-a-half year to seven-and-a-half 
year plans. They will ask: “What are the odds of Labor being in beyond 2021 and do we make an investment 
decision in the north west of Western Australia for oil and gas projects or onshore mining projects?” They will not 
make those decisions based on whether Sean L’Estrange is the member for Churchlands or Bill Marmion is the 
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member for Nedlands; they will base them on what they think is in the best interests of their shareholders. The 
government has to say, “Okay; we know that mining companies will do things that are in the best interests of their 
shareholders and we also respect and acknowledge that they commit to ensuring they maintain their social licence 
to operate.” Mining companies commit a lot of resources, time and effort to supporting local communities and to 
giving back to the people of Western Australia. We know that. We see that with the agreements and the 
arrangements they try to set up. If they do not, the people of Western Australia, particularly in the communities 
that surround them, will let them know—they will certainly let the government of the day know—that these 
companies are not playing fair. Most of the time, they will come to the table and negotiate to try to put some more 
effort into supporting local communities. All of that could become a moot point; we could basically turn the entire 
resource sector of Western Australia into the equivalent of an unused lot with no jobs, no royalty streams—
nothing—if we wanted to. We must remember that Western Australia has always predominantly been an 
export-driven state. Two of the most significant and important exports we have are minerals and petroleum. As 
I said today, in just six months, we have already seen impacts on the uranium sector and a significant impact on 
the hydraulic fracture stimulation sector. Just today, we heard of a major impact on the gold sector with royalty 
changes and of a new stealth mining tax, called a payroll tax, which will only encourage the speeding up of 
automation and less payroll. 
Looking for quick fixes can do enormous damage. It is particularly important that we make sure the government 
does not acquiesce to powerful unions and boisterous, unrestrained protestations from anti-development 
micro-groups in the community. It is really important for the government to look at the needs of Western Australia 
more broadly and understand that the main game is about increasing, not decreasing, investment. It is about making 
sure that we reduce red tape. Certainly, when I was minister for mines, one of the biggest complaints I got was 
about the stop-the-clock aspect of approvals processes. Had I had longer in the chair, that is certainly an area 
I would have drilled into. No doubt the current mines minister is thinking of doing the same thing. Sometimes 
stopping the clock works for companies that voluntarily ask the department to stop the clock on their application 
process because they want to go away and do a bit more research—it works for them—but there are other times 
when companies are good to go but the department might stop the clock. When the statistics are released at the 
end of the year, the department will say, “Oh, we’re very good; we had 98 per cent achieved on time.” Yes, but 
the department was stopping the clock. Was that motivated by industry or was it motivated by the department? 
That is an area that needs to be looked at. Every effort to reduce red tape is incredibly important. Green tape is 
another one. We are seeing that now with the inquiry into hydraulic fracture stimulation and the moratorium that 
has been created. That is just a massive piece of green tape. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: I am just wondering whether the Torosa field is onshore or offshore. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Offshore. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: Even though it is on land. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: It is way over. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: I mean under the definition of the moratorium. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: That is a good point. I am pretty confident it will be undersea. 
Mr W.R. Marmion: They might have to drill through the land to get there. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I thank the member for Nedlands. 
It is incredibly important that we keep the pressure on red-tape reduction. It is just as important for green-tape 
reduction. Otherwise, jobs will fall and confidence in the economy of Western Australia will fall, which will 
impact on consumption spending in metropolitan Perth, which will then flow on to local small businesses and 
medium enterprises in the Perth metropolitan area and regional centres. They are all impacted. It is incredibly 
important that we set the conditions for success and that we do our best to not inhibit exploration and the progress 
of investment projects in Western Australia, particularly in the petroleum sector. 
In conclusion, the opposition supports the progress of this bill through the Parliament. As a former mines and 
petroleum minister, I would love to see this bill get through so that we can get the Torosa gas field ready for operation. 
MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [4.41 pm] — in reply: I am pleased 
to summarise the debate on the Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, given that, as I understand it, nobody 
from the National Party will be speaking on the bill. 
A government member: They have gone missing. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am sure they are engaged in important parliamentary duties elsewhere in the precinct. 
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I note that the shadow minister did not actually refer to any elements of the bill, but I just want to make a couple 
of comments about some of the issues he raised. The first is that he repeated the fiction that somehow the 
Inpex Corporation project was lost from Western Australia to Darwin. I want to make a couple of things clear. In 
December 2011, the Browse partners—that is, the Woodside-led Browse partners that we are dealing with in this 
legislation—announced that they would not be making a final investment decision on the Browse project and the 
James Price Point precinct. The Premier of Western Australia at the time, the member for Cottesloe, came out and 
said that this was a really good decision because it would allow him to negotiate with Inpex to get it to go to the 
James Price Point precinct. Inpex made its decision in January 2012—go and google this; it is available on the 
Inpex company website—and put out a media release announcing its decision to go to Darwin. That was just over 
five and a half weeks after the then Premier, the member for Cottesloe, said that he was going to be negotiating 
with Inpex to go to James Price Point. I never understand why the Liberal Party has continued to promote this 
fiction, which has no reality at all. 
Members might also like to look at the transcript of evidence of the Economics and Industry Standing Committee 
inquiry into domestic gas prices. I was very proudly the deputy chair of that committee and the now Leader of the 
Opposition was the chair of that inquiry. Inpex gave evidence to that inquiry—again, it is publicly available; go to 
the Parliament House website and check it out. In its evidence, Inpex made it clear that at no time did it ever 
consider any opportunity to have its project onshore in the Kimberley—not once. That was never its plan. In fact, 
members can read in the transcript of evidence that Inpex chose to not be part of the task force set up by the former 
Labor government to develop a single site in the Kimberley for the gas processing hub. Inpex said that it had made 
submissions to that task force but had chosen not to be a part of it, because it did not consider that there was 
anywhere on the Kimberley coast that could be made available in accordance with its investment horizon. I never 
understand this fiction that is promoted by so many people in the Liberal Party about Inpex somehow or other 
having been lost by the former Labor government. I will make two points to make it clear. Inpex said in 2009 or 
2010—whenever it was—that it had at no time considered any location on the Kimberley coast as being suitable 
for its investment decision. That is the first point. The second point is that the then Premier of the state, the member 
for Cottesloe, said at a press conference in December 2011 that the decision by Woodside to delay the final 
investment decision for James Price Point was a good decision because it would allow him to negotiate with Inpex 
to go to James Price Point. It was in January 2012—go and look at the Inpex website—that Inpex made the 
announcement that it was going to Darwin. Guess what, members? The Labor Party was not in government in 
January 2012. We were not in government at the time that Inpex made the decision to build its facility in Darwin. 
The Liberal Party was in government. I get so angry every time I hear this fiction being said by people on the other 
side of the chamber. It is not true. It was never true. It is not true, no matter how many times it is said. 
The next point I want to make is about the success of the Labor Party in promoting investment. When I was state 
secretary of the Labor Party, businesspeople used to say to me all the time that it was easier to get major projects 
done with a Labor government than with a Liberal government. The world’s largest single industrial development 
is the Gorgon project, which was agreed by the Labor government with Chevron—not the Darwin LNG project, 
as the member for Churchlands said a number of times during his speech. The single largest project in the history 
of the world, literally—this is not one of those Colin Barnett biggest-in-history projects; this is actually the biggest 
single industrial development ever—was made with the Labor government. That is what happened. Unfortunately, 
the Liberal Party cannot cope with this. Members can go through the history of mining and oil and gas development 
in this state. The Labor Party has been with every successful development. We are not the party of Kingstream. 
We are not the party of Italian steelworks in Karratha. None of those projects were ever talked about by the 
Labor Party. That was the Liberal Party, which constantly comes into this chamber in government and promotes 
projects that do not exist, just like James Price Point. 
I will also remind the chamber of why James Price Point was selected. As I said, the former Labor government 
had a process, in cooperation with the Indigenous people of the Kimberley, to choose a location for the site. The 
incoming Liberal government cancelled that project process and simply chose James Price Point. No wonder it 
ended up in conflict with the Indigenous people of the Kimberley. Do members know what the then Premier, the 
member for Cottesloe, used to say? He said it was outrageous that the former Labor government was giving the 
Indigenous people a veto. What a disgrace! Farmers in this state have a veto over mining projects on their land, so 
why is it that Aboriginal people cannot be given a veto for development on their land? What the Liberal Party did 
in government was an outrage. That is just another example. 
This fiction that the member for Churchlands gets involved with is just an absolute disgrace. That does not end the 
disgrace. I urge members to read the upper house report into this bill. The member for Churchlands pointed out 
that he was the minister who introduced this legislation. Do members know what? He and his government entered 
into an agreement with the commonwealth for the legislation to be effective from 1 July 2017. I point out that the 
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commonwealth government introduced its legislation on 15 December 2016. It passed both houses on 
8 February 2017 and was assented to on 22 February 2017. There has to be complementary commonwealth law to 
make this bill effective. I met Senator Matt Canavan, the former federal Minister for Resources and 
Northern Australia, when he visited Perth a little while ago just after I became a minister. We discussed the 
Petroleum Legislation Amendment Bill 2017. I told Senator Canavan that because of the actions of the former 
Liberal government, which never brought this legislation on for debate, we would not be able to achieve it by 
1 July 2017. The commonwealth could achieve it, but we could not. As the member for Churchlands pointed out, 
complementary legislation on the Browse Basin project got through, but the former government never came back 
to deal with this bill. It introduced the bill into Parliament but it sat on the notice paper and was never debated. 
The member should be embarrassed. I have not even gone into all the things that were left on the desk when 
I became minister, including four Warden’s Court decisions. In one of them, the then Department of Mines and 
Petroleum on September 2016 wrote to the parties involved in the dispute and said that the minister would make 
a decision within three weeks. I had to make a decision in April this year! 
Mr B. Urban: That is three weeks? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is more than three weeks; the member is quite right. I will not be lectured to by 
a Liberal Party that has failed this state again and again. 
I have a final point about this before I go on to make a couple of other remarks. If the former Premier, the member 
for Cottesloe, had not intervened in the Browse Basin project, there would already be a pipeline to the North West 
Shelf. The gas would already be available for use in the North West Shelf. I became a shadow minister in 2012. 
At the time there were five partners in that project. Three of them came to see me and the current Premier when 
he was the Leader of the Opposition. All three said that they thought piping the gas to the North West Shelf was 
the right decision. The former Premier used to say that that would delay the project by 10 years. No, it would not 
have delayed it. It takes so long to get to a final investment decision that we were better off making the gas available 
to backfill the North West Shelf. That is the best way to handle that gas. Guess what, Madam Acting Speaker: the 
way the federal petroleum resource rent tax works means more tax revenue will be available for the commonwealth 
to share around Australia. The capital value of existing infrastructure has already been written down, so it allows 
a higher tax take if that petroleum product is processed through the North West Shelf. It will also guarantee that 
domestic gas is available out of those two domestic trains, which are so critical to the future of this state. 
I cannot believe that the member for Churchlands, who held the job that I now so proudly hold, comes in here and 
tries to lecture us when the former government delayed this project by a decade. The former government could not 
even get this bill through the chamber. It could not even ask the chamber to consider it—that is how important it 
thought this bill was! The former government could not be bothered to do some work and get the Parliament to 
consider this bill. 
I will finish off. I want to thank the agency for working so diligently on this project. I also want to thank the 
Leader of the House who was able to read my second reading speech when this bill was received in this house. 
I was very sick that day. I spent the morning asleep on the couch in my office because I was ill. I stayed for question 
time but I left afterwards. Fortunately, I got the first question in question time, so it was lucky I hung around. 
I thank the member for Mandurah, the Leader of the House, who I am sure understood in detail every single word 
that he read out in the second reading speech! 
Mr P.C. Tinley: He took interjections and everything. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: He did, indeed. I thank the Leader of the House very much for doing that for me. I am not 
often sick but I was quite ill that day. I commend the bill and I thank the staff in the Department of Mines, 
Industry Regulation and Safety for the hard work that they always do on this stuff. I look forward to the Torosa 
project coming to fruition and to the continued success that every Labor government has on these major projects. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr W.J. Johnston (Minister for Mines and Petroleum), and passed. 

House adjourned at 4.55 pm 
__________ 
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